Abstract: This paper discusses features of multilayered evolutionary system suitable to identify various systems including their model symbolic regression. Improved sensitivity allows modeling of difficult systems as deterministic chaos ones. The presented paper starts with a brief introduction to previous works and ideas which allowed to build the presented two abstraction levels system. Then the structure of Genetic Programming Algorithm – Evolutionary Strategy hybrid system is described and analyzed, including such problems as suitability to parallel implementation, optimal set of building blocks, or initial population generating rules. GPA-ES system combines GPA to model development with ES used for model parameter estimation and optimization. Such a hybrid system eliminates many weaknesses of standard GPA. The paper concludes with examples of GPA-ES application to Lorenz and Rössler systems regression and suggests application to Neural Network Model design.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents a multilayered evolutionary system combining Genetic Programming Algorithm (GPA) and Evolutionary Strategy (ES) designed to symbolic regression of model with reduced risk of so-called blowing (production of overcomplicated solutions), see [1]. The presented work continues in effort to increase structural sensitivity of GPAs; it means it attempts to produce solutions which are not overcomplicated, which are close to the analytical model describing original data, etc.

Standard GPA (see e.g. [2]–[4]) finds both the structure and its parameters (e.g. equation and magnitudes of its constants). A seriousig problem is caused by the
fact that a wrong structure with perfectly fitted parameters might give a better fitness function value than a good structure with poorly estimated parameters. As it was published in [5] and [6], it is possible to find many situations when an imprecise structure with better parameters is evaluated as more suitable than a structure with better evolution potential, or even a perfect structure with wrong parameters. For example, the following list of pairs \((x, f(x))\) (1)

\[ ((0, 0), (0.5, 0.2125), (1, 0.85), (1.5, 1.9125)) \]

is described by (2) and symbolic regression by GPA gives the best solutions (3) and (4).

\[ y = 0.85x^2 \] (2)

\[ y = 1.25x^2 \] (3)

\[ y = 1.25x \] (4)

Even though (3) gives worse fitness function value 0.98, it has a proper structure. Equation (4) gives a smaller sum of error squares equal to 0.34, but since it is a linear function, it is harder to transform it into a proper form, see Fig. 1.

![Graph showing three functions: \(y = 0.85x^2\), \(y = 1.25x^2\), \(y = 1.25x\).](image)

**Fig. 1** Masking of structure by wrongly estimated parameters.

Since we need to measure structural potential of each solution precisely, the influence of random perturbation of parameters must be eliminated. GPA uses a single fitness function but it evolves both structures and their parameters. Such a situation does not allow separating of perfect structures reliably. In this paper, GPA-ES hybrid system uses GPA to develop structures, but ES (or Genetic Algorithm) system is applied in each cycle for each individual to optimize parameters, especially constants, in algebraic relations. GPA develops only structural operators; it does not care about constant terminals. The application of specific evolutionary system for parameters decreases error of their determination, but it increases computational complexity of the algorithm, as will be discussed later.

In the previous works, many attempts to increase ability of GPA to solve difficult problems were made. Article [7] studied possibility to evolve a qualitative
model by GPA and then to improve it by GA into standard differential equations. This way is difficult due to the inherited ambiguity in the qualitative model and its transformation. There are also problems with measurement of distance of qualitative behaviours, because the space of qualitative behaviours is ordered, but without scale. Also improving a qualitative model is a special case of hierarchical evolutionary system building hierarchy of models on different abstraction levels by related hierarchy of evolutionary algorithms, as it was published in [8], [9].

2. Hybrid GPA-ES System

The structure of hybrid GPA-ES system is outlined in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 then illustrates the relationship between individuals in GPA population and vector of ES populations (one population for each GPA individual) in the GPA-ES system. While Fig. 2 outlines control flow of hybrid algorithm, Fig. 3 shows the fundamental data structure of this system.

The left part of Fig. 2 describes a master GPA algorithm, which is implemented in standard Koza’s style. It means that genes are represented as tree-like structures and crossover and mutation evolutionary operators are used. The selection of proper genes for crossover operations is replaced by sorting the whole population on the base of fitness magnitudes. When the execution of this algorithm enters into state of individual evaluation, the slave Evolutionary Strategy described in the right part of the figure is called for each GPA individual. At the end of ES execution, fitness of the best individual is reasoned as fitness of the GPA individual.

The first line of boxes in Fig. 3 represents individuals of GPA algorithm. The particular box in the second line corresponds to each individual. These boxes represent population of ES used for parameters optimization. Individuals of this ES population are represented as rows in the related boxes.

The GPA-ES structure is applicable in many modifications. Especially, Evolutionary Strategy might be replaced by other suitable algorithms, like Genetic Algorithms, Self Organizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA) [10] algorithms, Simulated Annealing [11] or many others suitable to efficiently optimize parameters of structures discovered by the master GPA. These systems are a special case of multilayered evolutionary system working with multiple abstraction levels, see [8] and [9]. GPA-ES uses structural and parameter levels, but it is possible to extend it e.g. by component one. The above mentioned work [5], in contrary, uses two abstraction levels in the form of qualitative and differential model.

3. Parallel Implementation of GPA-ES

From the practical point of view, it is useful to parallelize rather the outer (GPA) loop than the inner ES loop of the presented GPA-ES algorithm. Parallelization of inner loop is efficient only in case of regressed data set, and the regression functions found are extremely complex; thus the evaluation of ES takes much computational time. This is the reason why only parallelization of the GPA loop will be discussed.

From many parallelization schemas, OpenMP library has been chosen, especially due to its efficiency on single processor machines with multicore processors.
or common Symmetric MultiProcessor machines (SMP). Then, the implementation is reduced to parallelization of evaluation loop in GPA, which reduces to a single directive and includes the OpenMP library header file, because OpenMP implicitly
supports C and Fortran languages, but only C/C++ is applicable in GPA implementation. It is also possible to use e.g. Microsoft PPL library which is much simpler than OpenMP because only cycle parallelization is supported. Even special languages like Chapel or X10 developed within High Performance Computing Initiative can be used; however, the efficiency of these languages on small machines is not great and many features of these languages remain unused, see [12]–[14]. Chapel [12], only a few years old, and until now intensively developed parallel programming language being developed by Cray Inc. as a part of the DARPA-led High Productivity Computing Systems program (HPCS). Within HPCS program, two programming languages are being developed. The second one is IBM X10 [13]. In computer cluster built at the Department of Informatics and Telecommunication, Faculty of Transportation Sciences, CTU in Prague, Chapel compiler brings less compatibility problems than X10 environment, therefore it is used for multilayered evolutionary system development. Both languages support a multithreaded execution model via high-level abstractions for data parallelism, task parallelism, concurrency, and nested parallelism. Chapel is based on GNU compiler set, X10 is JAVA oriented. Both languages are designed to hide fragmented memory space (Non Uniform Memory Access) from the user and to increase programming efficiency.

The following four principles guided the design of Chapel language:

1. General parallel programming
2. Locality-aware programming
3. Object-oriented programming
4. Generic programming

The first two principles were motivated by desire to support general, performance-oriented parallel programming through high-level abstractions. The second two principles were motivated by desire to shorten the distance between high-performance parallel programming languages and mainstream programming.

When the evaluation loop of GPA is parallelized, each ES population of parameters is optimized in parallel with others. Thus, for each individual of the GPA population, a special copy of the ES is created and executed. Because no communication between them is required, the execution runs extremely efficiently without necessity of any synchronization.

Computational complexity of GPA-ES is expressed as (5),
\[
O(GPAES) \cong pqnm \log m + pqn \log n, \quad (5)
\]

where

- \( n \) is the number of GPA individuals
- \( m \) is the number of ES individuals
- \( l \) is the complexity of structures created by GPA
- \( k \) is the average number of constants in GPA genes, where
- \( p \) is the number of GPA populations
- \( q \) is the number of ES populations
This complexity estimation of GPA-ES system described by Fig. 2 presumes that computational complexities of building blocks are following:

GPA population initialization complexity is given by (6)

\[
O(\text{GPA}_{\text{init}}) = n2^l \tag{6}
\]

GPA population evaluation complexity

\[
O(\text{GPA}_{\text{eval}}) = n2^l \tag{7}
\]

Ending complexity

\[
O(\text{GPA}_{\text{end}}) = 1 \tag{8}
\]

Evolutionary operators with population ordering

\[
O(\text{GPA}_{\text{eval}}) = n \log n + n \cdot 2^l + kn + n \tag{9}
\]

ES population initialization

\[
O(\text{ES}_{\text{init}}) = m \cdot 2^l \tag{10}
\]

ES population evaluation

\[
O(\text{ES}_{\text{eval}}) = mk \tag{11}
\]

ES termination condition

\[
O(\text{ES}_{\text{term}}) = 1 \tag{12}
\]

Population ordering and intelligent crossover

\[
O(\text{ES}_{\text{sort}}) = m \log m + mk \tag{13}
\]

In case of hardware threads and parallelization of evaluation cycle of GPA only, relationship 5 changes to (14):

\[
O(\text{GPA}_{\text{ES}}) \cong \frac{n}{t}m \log m + pqn \log n. \tag{14}
\]

Parallel implementation in the Chapel language requires application of Object Oriented Programming. Inner ES algorithm is implemented as class \texttt{CES} with methods described in Tab. I. \texttt{CES} object also contains constants and variables used for representation of genes, their fitness measures and data list used for fitness function evaluation.

The GPA-ES evolutionary system uses parallelization of outer GPA loop calling multiple \texttt{CES} objects in parallel. \texttt{CES} objects are implemented as scalar to increase efficiency of implementation.

The main GPA class named \texttt{CGPAES} contains analogical methods outlined in Tab. II.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CES</td>
<td>Initializes ES internal data, especially randomly generates the first population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evalinit</td>
<td>Evaluates the initial population stored in the Genes array. Due to the application of consolidation, populations created in the following step are stored in Newgenes; a parallel data structure and evaluated by Evalnew. After Evalnew, Consol is applied; if they are better than parents, they replace them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Sorts genes stored in the Genes array on the base of magnitudes in the fitness array.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending</td>
<td>This function implements condition of computation termination. The CES class implements a simple condition based on the maximal number of iterations and predefined acceptable error. These two conditions are in “OR” relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newpop</td>
<td>Computes new genes (new population) by intelligent crossover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evalnew</td>
<td>Evaluates fitness measure of each member of the new population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consol</td>
<td>Compares new and parents individuals, and if new ones are better, it replaces the older ones (parents) by them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. I** Methods of CES class implementing class of evolutionary strategy used for parameters (constants) optimization.

4. Optimal Population Sizes

Efficiency of the algorithm depends on sizes of populations. These dimensions influence computational complexity (5) or (14), as it is discussed in the previous chapter, but it also influences an average error of slave ES and consequently an error of the whole GPA-ES. Unfortunately, while the computational time of single GPA-ES cycle increases with sizes of populations, the average error decreases, and thus the number of GPA-ES system cycles decreases too. Because the average number of constants \( k \) in the developed structures plays the significant role in (5) and (14), the number of ES individuals in ES population depends on expected complexity of resulting structure created by master GPA. Some examples of these magnitudes will be discussed in the GPA-ES application chapter.

5. Suitable Set of Building Blocks

The GPA-ES system is influenced also by many other parameters, especially by the predefined set of building blocks like operators and functions in case of symbolic regression of data set. It is well known that the use of simply interchangeable functions as e.g. sin and cos strongly decreases efficiency of GPA algorithm and it is better to use one of them. On the contrary, a more serious problem occurs when a suitable function or operator is missing. Initial structures in population influence efficiency of evolutionary process too.
Terminals also play a significant role from the efficiency point of view. In case of linear systems, generating terminals in the form (15) is better than generating constants and variables randomly connected by any operator or function. However, even in case of non-linear systems, the structure of initial population influences efficiency, as it will be discussed in the following chapter.

\[ \text{const1} * \text{var} + \text{const2} \]  

(15)

Systems might be described as functions of time or previous states. Problems occur when building a block set of GPA allows both descriptions. In such a case, there is risk that the crossover operation will try to combine individual using one description with the opposite one. That situation tends to decrease GPA efficiency due to poor results of such an operation, which will be rejected frequently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGPAES (constructor)</td>
<td>Initializes GPA internal data, especially randomly generates the first population and initializes vector of CES objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evalinit</td>
<td>Evaluates the initial population. It calls evaluation of ES objects individuals representing parameters for each individual of GPA population, and the fitness of the best of them serves as fitness measure of the structure represented by related GPA gene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Sorts genes stored in the Genes array on the base of magnitudes in the fitness array. GPA individuals are represented in tree-like structures in Koza’s style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending</td>
<td>This function implements condition of computation termination. Also a possible number of GPA evolutionary cycles depends on the predefined maximal value of fitness function of the best individual and on the maximal number of cycles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newpop</td>
<td>Creates new structures by crossover and mutation operations. In the first evolutionary cycles, mutation is preferred in relation to Koza’s suggestions. Then the probability of crossover operation increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evalnew</td>
<td>Evaluates new population. To do so, it calls related CES object to optimize parameters and to select the best of them. Its fitness magnitude serves as magnitude of the structure represented by related GPA gene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidate</td>
<td>Compares new and parents individuals and if the new ones are better, it replaces the older ones by them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. II CGPAES hierarchical evolutionary system main class methods.

6. GPA-ES Application

Study of chaotic systems has relation to many areas of science and especially to system modeling, as stated in works [15] and [16]. Also, the applicability of evo-
olutionary techniques to complex system modeling has been verified many times as illustrated e.g. by works [17] and [18].

Symbolic regression of Lorenz attractor from the previously computed data set is a good test bed for many techniques applicable to model chaotic system, as it is studied e.g. in [19]. Lorenz attractor is described by a set of three equations (16), where parameter magnitudes are chosen as (17) (there are known many combinations of parameters capable to produce chaotic behavior, and chosen parameters produces behavior outlined at Fig. 4).

\[
\begin{align*}
    x'[t] &= \sigma(y[t] - x[t]), \\
    y'[t] &= x[t](\rho - z[t]) - y[t], \\
    z'[t] &= x[t]y[t] - \beta z[t] \\
\end{align*}
\]

(16)

\[
\begin{align*}
    \sigma &= 16, \\
    \beta &= 4, \\
    \rho &= 45.91
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

Hybrid systems as the used GPA-ES work with multiple populations of genes. Presented algorithm works with population of genes representing tree-like description of regressed algebraic relationships. This population was evolved by GPA and it contained 400 genes. In each step of evolution of each gene, the population of 2,000 genes representing parameters of its structure is created and optimized. Fitness function magnitude of the best parameter set then serves as magnitude of fitness function of evolved structure in GPA.

![Lorenz attractor in phase-space.](image)

Fig. 4 *Lorenz attractor in phase-space.*

During the experiment, all three forms of terminals were tested – free form, const*var, and const1*var+const2. Because Lorenz attractor equations are nonlinear, the free form was expected to be the best one. Results are summarized in the following Tab. III.
Unexpectedly, the best form of terminals from both aspects of convergence (number of iterations) and solution quality is the form const*var. It is given by the fact that the form const1*var+const2 is not present in equations of Lorenz attractor (16), but the const*var form is present many times. The free form of terminals is less efficient too. Quality of results mentioned in Tab. I is in range a) perfect (solution obtained by evolutionary system is identical to original equation), with b) decomposed constants (e.g. on the place of constant 5 the result contains form 2+3) or c) with decomposed constants and variables (e.g. on the place of constant 5 there is structure var+2+3-var). A totally different solution which is not transformable by any algebraic transformation is the last possibility d). No totally different and false structures have been obtained. In all experiments, the limit of preciseness has been reached. Preciseness was expressed as a sum of difference squares on 599 samples (6 seconds of prediction). The limit of this sum was $10^{-8}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>terminal form</th>
<th>number of iterations</th>
<th>quality of result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>free form</td>
<td>x: 2 y: 4 z: 3</td>
<td>x: perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y: decomposed constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>z: perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>const*var</td>
<td>x: 1 y: 4 z: 2</td>
<td>x: perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y: decomposed constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>z: perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>const1*var+const2</td>
<td>x: 3 y: 35 z: 4</td>
<td>x: perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y: decomposed constants and variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>z: decomposed constants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. III Influence of terminal form on the number of iterations and quality of result for each Lorenz equation.

As the second system for verification of GPA-ES capabilities, Rössler attractor has been used. Rössler attractor is described by three non-linear ordinary differential equations and thus its symbolic regression from data is comparably difficult as Lorenz attractor symbolic regression. The following figure reprinted from [20] presents the shape of this system.

The defining equations are:

\[
\begin{align*}
x'[t] &= -y - z \\
y'[t] &= x + ay \\
z'[t] &= b + z(x - c)
\end{align*}
\] (18)

In the experiment, the system originally studied by Rössler with properties $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.2$, and $c = 5.7$ was reasoned. These properties give chaotic behavior to the system of equations (18).

Numerical solution of these equations was used to generate a table of data and GPA-ES system was used for backward reconstruction of equation (18) by methods of symbolic regression without any additional knowledge like parameter magnitudes or operators occurring in (18). Numbers of three-dimensional vectors...
forming the data set were tested on magnitudes 995, 500, 250, 100 and 50. Results are summarized in the following Tab. IV. The biggest problems were caused by regression of variable $Z$, which, generating function, contains element $X*Z$. In that case it was possible to observe that series shorter than approximately 100 samples tends to identification of alternative solutions which cannot be transformed into original form (18) by any algebraic operation.

Average dependency between data size and quality of result is outlined in the following Fig. 6:

**Fig. 5** Rössler attractor described by equation (18).

**Fig. 6** Average dependency between data set size and quality of result. Magnitudes have the following meaning – 1 is totally different algebraic form of solution, 2 represents decomposed constants and variables, 3 means decomposed constants and 4 is perfect form (equal to generating function).
### Tab. IV Results of Rössler attractor data symbolic regression for different sizes of regressed data set.

Capabilities of the presented evolutionary system allows its application in many difficult problem domains as driver behavior modelling, EEG analysis with respect to micro-sleep detection and prediction or application to development and learning of extended Dynamic neural architecture HONNU [21] (of its activating function). All these application domains are now intensively tested. Because of high required computational capacity of the algorithm and constrained parallelization, it is possible to wait for quantum computer implementation, see e.g. [22], or to use supercomputer with symmetric multiprocessing and high number of processor cores. Unfortunately, such way is not easy, too, for small mixing in large populations and concluding decrease of GPA evolution efficiency.

### 7. Conclusion

The presented paper describes the Multi-Layered Evolutionary System suitable to symbolic model regression. The described structure of the evolutionary system decreases risk of wrongly identified parameters influence. Convergence of the system is fast and the obtained results have acceptable quality. This fact allows efficient applying of this evolutionary system in such tasks as symbolic regression of deterministic chaos system dataset. In the future, this algorithm is applicable in the area of EEG analysis and EEG signal model symbolic regression, where it is possible to follow works [23—25] applying EEG analysis in the area of driver micro-sleep detection and prediction which is significant for road transport safety improvement.
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